1928 Durant Model 65 Touring
Serial Number E 7697

We tried to restore and preserve the original facade and
the characteristic roof structure. It took us twenty-one
years to finish this project, because while we were
working on it we were buying cars and restoring them
simultaneously.
We are proud that this project was fully developed and
supported by us, and all the work was carried out by our
own hands gathering the efforts of all the family. They,
Andres, Carla and Evelín, together with friends and
suppliers, have collaborated to make this utopia a
reality.
Now our hope is that when you come here you can
travel in time. We prepare you the space, you only have
to enjoy and let your imagination fly.
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For many years there has lived in our hearts this deep
love for everything related to our passion: antique cars.
After years of uncountable sacrifices, time devoted and
kilometers travelled looking for cars and spare parts of
our interest, we get this private collection. Everything
started like a dream, with a little museum in the home
backyard, thinking about offering to young people the
possibility of knowing and experiencing a different era;
to those who have lived it, to enjoy it again and to old
car fans to find unique pieces.
This dream came true when we created "The Rau
Collection Museum".

The path was not easy since in 1984 we bought this old
building dating back to 1875. This was declared
architectural patrimony of La Plata City County, and
was in the beginning a little church belonging to the
actual Tolosa City.

Jorge and Cecilio Pablo Rau
(Translation by Walter Pre / DMAC Member)

